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factsheet

Short Profile: The Centre international de formation européenne (CIFE) is a private European 
institute of higher education and research. Its seven international, one-year Master’s programmes 
with a European focus impart knowledge in the fields of politics and governance, diplomacy, 
renewable energies and sustainability. In addition, CIFE offers one-week summer universities and 
regularly publishes policy papers on current EU issues. CIFE is one of the seven institutes  
of excellence funded by the EU under its Jean Monnet Activities.

Foundation: 1954

Institute Locations: Nice (headquarters), Berlin, Brussels, Istanbul

Director General: Matthias Waechter (since 2013)

President: Herman Van Rompuy (since 2018), President Emeritus of the European Council and  
Belgian Minister of State

Website: www.cife.eu

Main Academic Partners: LUISS School of Government, University of Kent, Istanbul Bilgi University,  
Université Centrale de Tunis

Master Programmes: 

Six Master programmes are itinerant, taking place in different major cities:  
Nice, Berlin, Rome, Canterbury, Tunis and Istanbul
	■ Master in Advanced European and International Studies (MAEIS)

 – MAEIS Applied European Policy and Governance Studies
 – MAEIS Mediterranean Studies
 – MAEIS European Integration and Global Studies

	■ Master in Global Energy Transition and Governance
	■ Joint Master in Global Economic Governance and Public Affairs
	■ Joint Master in EU Trade and Climate Diplomacy

A Master for professionals, taught online with weekend workshops
	■ Executive Master in EU Studies 

Social Media:

 www.facebook.com/CIFEnetwork/ 
  twitter.com/CIFE_EUstudies 

 www.instagram.com/cife_eustudies/ 
 CIFE on Linkedin 

 CIFE YouTube Channel 

Press Contacts: 

Kristina Petersen
Communications Manager
Tel: +33 (0)4 93 97 93 91
Email: kristina.petersen@cife.eu 

Paul Bartholomew
Communications Assistant Manager
Tel: +33 (0)4 93 97 93 93
Email: paul.bartholomew@cife.eu

https://www.facebook.com/CIFEnetwork/
https://twitter.com/CIFE_EUstudies
https://www.instagram.com/cife_eustudies/
https://www.linkedin.com/school/centre-international-de-formation-européenne
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZg0lNVG2Bka4sKcrPWawAw
mailto:kristina.petersen@cife.eu
mailto:paul.bartholomew%40cife.eu?subject=


experts

Our Programme Directors and the CIFE Research team cover a wide range of research topics and offer expertise 
in a variety of fields. Contact CIFE communication to book an interview: communication@cife.eu

name function expertise

Matthias Waechter
▸Detailed bio

Director General – CIFE activities 
– Contemporary France 
– French history of the 20th century 
– Franco-German relations 
– US history

Kristina Petersen Communications Manager – CIFE activities

Laurent Baechler
▸Detailed bio

Programme Director of the Master  
MAEIS European Integration and Global 
Studies

– Economic globalisation 
–  Sustainable development:  

climate policies, energy policies,  
climate-energy nexus, water issues

Emre Gür
▸Detailed bio

CIFE Representative in Istanbul – Civil society Turkey 
– EU-Turkey relations

Rachel Guyet
▸Detailed bio

Programme Director of the Master in Global 
Energy Transition and Governance 

– Energy transition 
– Energy poverty 
– Just transition

Susann Heinecke
▸Detailed bio

Programme Director of the Master  
MAEIS Applied European Policy and 
Governance Studies

–  Russia, EU-Russia and German-Russian 
relations

– Central Asia and the Caucasus

Tatjana Kuhn
▸Detailed bio

Programme Manager of the EU-China & 
Transatlantic Programmes

–  Sustainability discourses in the West 
and in East Africa

–  UN Agenda 2030 and its implementation
–  Environmental ethics, ecological 

philosophy
– EU-Central Asia relations

Arnaud Leconte
▸Detailed bio

Programme Director of the Joint Masters in:  
–  Global Economic Governance and Public 

Affairs 
– EU Trade and Climate Diplomacy

– Economics
– EU Green Deal 
– Sustainable development
– Good Governance

George Tzogopoulos
▸Detailed bio

Programme Director of the EU-China 
Programmes

– Media and international relations
– Chinese affairs
– EU-US foreign policy
– Eastern Mediterranean affairs

Jean-Claude Vérez
▸Detailed bio

Programme Director of the Master  
MAEIS Mediterranean Studies

– Economics
– Euro-Mediterranean cooperation
– Africa
– Development challenges
– Poverty
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about us

Mission

CIFE aims to provide its students with a future-oriented vision of Europe, while at the same time addressing  
the current challenges facing Europe and its partners. With presidents such as Jean-Claude Juncker,  
Philippe Maystadt and currently Herman Van Rompuy, CIFE has important representatives on the European 
stage. In its teaching, CIFE addresses young people from all over the world: students have always come  
not only from Europe, but also from large parts of Asia, Africa and the Americas. 

In an intensive year at different study locations, CIFE’s Master students deepen their knowledge of European 
politics and diplomacy, renewable energies and sustainability, or even regional studies. They also learn  
key skills for entering the world of work, including negotiation skills and intercultural communication. With  
the Executive Master in EU Studies, aimed at working professionals, CIFE is also committed to the idea of 
lifelong learning. 

Graduates of CIFE’s Master programmes work primarily in international and European institutions, national 
governments, companies and banks, as well as in research. 

President and Director General 

Herman  Van Rompuy has enjoyed a brilliant career in both Belgian and European politics. He was Prime 
Minister of Belgium when he was elected the first permanent President of the European Council in  
November 2009; he took office when the Lisbon Treaty came into force on 1 December 2009. In 2012, he was   
 re-elected for a second term, running until 30 November 2014. Today, Herman Van Rompuy also chairs the 
European Policy Centre (EPC) and the Francqui Foundation and is a visiting professor at several universities.

Herman Van Rompuy has been the President of CIFE since January 2018.

Matthias Waechter was born in Bonn in 1965. He was a Research Fellow at the German Historical Institute  
Paris in 1997/98 and a Fulbright Fellow at New York University in 1999. In 2000, he joined the Institut  
Européen des Hautes Etudes Internationales (IEHEI – later named Institut européen-European Institute),  
first as a DAAD Visiting Professor and then as its Director (2005-2013). Since 2013, he has been the Director 
General of CIFE. He is also an Adjunct Professor at the University of Freiburg and teaches international relations 
at EDHEC Business school. He specialises in US history, contemporary France, Franco-German relations and 
European integration.

Contact CIFE Communication for more pictures in High Res.

Herman Van Rompuy (left), Matthias Waechter (right) Herman Van Rompuy
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our publications 

Clear | Concise | Current. CIFE has recently launched a new series of short  
video interviews with experts about topical issues of European and international  
interest: CIFExpress.  
Watch the videos in full on our YouTube channel.

CIFE also publishes Policy Papers on a regular basis, with articles written by its research team  
and external contributors. Read more here. 
 
 
 

 
In Autumn 2021, CIFE launched a new e-book series: CIFE Studies: The EU in World Politics  
aims at offering a variety of viewpoints from scholars and experts in the field on poignant issues  
related to European integration and current international affairs. 
The first volume tackles “The EU and the Eastern Mediterranean: The Multilateral Dialogue Option” 
Read more and download the e-book. 
 

The bi-annual journal L’Europe en formation deals with European integration,  
international relations and federalism, with a transdisciplinary approach bringing together 
political philosophy, law, economics, sociology and culture.  
The journal was launched in 1960. 
See the latest issues.

Regular Updates

Would you like to be informed regularly about CIFE’s news and scientific publications?  
Then sign up for our newsletter! 

xpress
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policy paper
note de recherche N° 126

Michel-Henry BOUCHET - 1st February 2022

Protracted Pandemic Crisis = Risk of Great Collapse for weak states?

An opportunity for reassessing EU’s development aid to promote good governance

Summing up: Could the pandemic crisis be the out-
post of an unprecedented structural shock on already 
weak countries? It might then create a “precipitation ” 
of accumulated institutional and structural weak-
nesses to trigger a systemic shock, a sort of dreadful 
crystallization, i.e., state collapse. Many economies 
had pre-existing vulnerabilities, which are now in-
tensifying, representing potential headwinds to any 
sustainable and inclusive recovery. The irony is that 
globalization, a sort of echo chamber, triggered a 
pernicious spillover effect. But in the meantime, the 
crisis makes that globalization is reaching its end. In 
a world of lower volumes of trade, capital and migra-
tion flows, and cultural integration, protectionism 
and nationalism can accelerate the process of state 
failure. Identifying which weak states are prone to 
fail might be an opportunity for reassessing EU’s 
concerted development aid for those few countries 
that show genuine commitment to good governance.   

The ramifications of the protracted pandemic 
crisis and the risk of crystallization

Cognitive biases prevent grasping the chain reaction 
between various interconnected systems, hence 
seeking comforting support in supposedly benign 
past trends that should prevail again. Looking at the 
future with a rear-view mirror, one expects economic 
growth to recover after a brutal unexpected shock. 
Today, however, the question is: could the pandemic 
crisis create a « precipitation» of accumulated insti-
tutional and structural weaknesses to trigger a sys-
temic shock, a sort of dreadful crystallization, i.e., a 
Great Collapse in weak states? Many economies had 
pre-existing vulnerabilities which are now intensi-
fying, representing potential headwinds to any inclu-
sive recovery. The World Bank announced in the be-
ginning of 2022 that various downside risks cloud the 
outlook for developing countries.1 The IMF warned 
that per capita incomes in fragile states won’t re-

cover to near their 2019 levels until 2024, and by then, 
the gap with pre-crisis per capita income trends is set 
to remain larger than for other countries”2. In the 
meantime, income inequality is rising as well as so-
cio-political turmoil. 

A brutal systemic crisis always involves catalysis: An 
incremental aggravation in one fragility (economic, 
financial, sanitary, environmental, or socio-political) 
can trigger a chain-reaction process that precipitates 
multiple breaks and failures, hence destabilizing an 
entire social system that seemed apparently robust. 
This is due to snowballed fragilities: each of them, in-
dependently, cannot capsize a country. But these fra-
gilities can crystalize, and they can precipitate state 
failures. In 2022, one only needs to look at Venezuela, 
Mali, Niger, Burundi, Burkina Faso, Lebanon, Yemen, 
Syria, Libya, Iraq, Nicaragua, and Congo for that 
matter. And what about Tunisia, Algeria, Nigeria, 
Ivory Coast, and Bolivia?  

The crisis took policymakers off-guard after a dec-
ade-long myopia of analysts, managers and govern-
ments who ignored repeated warnings. The pan-
demic does not belong to the black swan category, 
i.e., is a brutal shock whose timing is unpredictable 
(e.g., the twin towers in NY). It belongs to a second 
category of crises, brutal, unprecedented, but with 
probable occurrence. Today, the pandemic threatens 
to be the outpost of an unprecedented structural 
shock that will unfold for years. Globalization, a sort 
of echo chamber, leaves no place to hide. The global 
pandemic politicizes trade, supply chains, travel, and 
migration. Self-reliance becomes a strategic objec-
tive. Geopolitical instability worsens.

The COVID-19 crisis is a game changer.

Why is this crisis different? How can a globalized virus 
precipitate a systemic shock? One needs to redefine 
our understanding of the spill-over effect of an ex-

* Michel-Henry Bouchet is Emeritus Professor at SKEMA Business School and Strategy Adviser of investment funds. He specialises in global 
financial issues and country risk assessment. Dr. Bouchet (IEP Paris, Master and Ph.D. USC) has held high-level positions in international 
banking, including at BNP, the World Bank, and the Institute of International Finance in Washington, D.C., until being CEO of Owen Stanley 
Financial SA. Dr. Bouchet is Module Director at CIFE of the Joint Master in Global Economic Governance and Public Affairs.
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CIFE Studies: 
The EU in World Politics

volume 1

The EU and the  
Eastern Mediterranean: 
The Multilateral  
Dialogue Option 
edited by George N. Tzogopoulos
with a Preface by Ambassador Nikolaus Meyer-Landrut

Revue d’études sur la construction européenne et le fédéralisme

Journal of Studies on European Integration and Federalism

Semestriel   61e année 2020/2  (juillet 2021) 
Biannual   61st year  2020/2  (July 2021)

dossier
EU-China Relations 
Les relations sino-européennes 
Editor – Coordinateur: George N. Tzogopoulos 

Mario Telò Les relations UE-Chine, l’accord global sur les investissements (AGI) et 
l’autonomie stratégique de l’Union européenne
Jens Bastian NATO’s Emerging Policy Reset on China
Silvia Menegazzi The Impact of Donald Trump's Presidency on Sino-European Relations
Yuan Feng Multilateralism with Chinese Characteristics? Implications for the EU 
Antoine Kernen & Alexandre Mathys La crise de la Covid-19 et le repositionnement 
international de la Chine
Jian Shi & Ping Liang How to Understand Chinese Ideas in EU-China Communication?  
A Translation Study of Three Chinese Political Concepts
Chen Xuechen & Gao Xinchuchu An Analysis of the Perception Gap Between the EU’s 
Connectivity Strategy and China’s Belt and Road Initiative
Dan Yi & Zhuyu Li China’s Response to EU-Asia Connectivity Strategy: A Macro and 
Micro View in Analysis
Giacomo Famigli The EU-China Investment Agreement (CAI): The Opportunity for China 
to Snatch the European Union from the United States
tribune

Jean-Marie Rousseau Monde, victime consentante de la Chine – Ambiguïté et duplicité 
de l’Europe carbonée

no 391
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press review and materials

Der Spiegel, Germany, 20.7.2018: “Europa-Institut in Nizza. Wo die Diplomaten und Weltbürger  
von morgen lernen”  
www.spiegel.de/spiegel/unispiegel/cife-in-nizza-europa-institut-als-vorbild-fuer-eine-europa-
universitaet-a-1210095.html

Courrier international, France, 28.9.2018: “À Nice, une université européenne d’un nouveau genre”  
www.courrierinternational.com/article/nice-une-universite-europeenne-dun-nouveau-genre

Frankfurter Rundschau, Germany, 27.2.2018: “Junckers Tour de Balkan”  
www.fr.de/politik/junckers-tour-balkan-10989642.html

Webmanagercenter, Tunisia, 6.4.2018: “Le Centre européen de formation formera bientôt des  
fonctionnaires tunisiens”  
www.webmanagercenter.com/2018/04/06/418217/le-centre-europeen-de-formation-formera-bientot-
des-fonctionnaires-tunisiens/

ANSAmed, Mediterranean and Persian Gulf Region, 19.6.2018: “CIFE offers master’s degree in  
European studies, cooperation”  
www.ansamed.info/ansamed/en/news/sections/politics/2018/06/19/cife-offers-masters-degree-in-
european-studies-cooperation_ba757b79-ee5e-40cd-8807-73e404e6d472.html

Further information material

For more detailed information about our programmes download our flyers.

Seminars – Conferences – Publications

www.cife.eu

Private University Education
Master in European  
and International Studies
E-learning Programmes
Summer University Courses
Research and Debate

nice  berlin brussels istanbul 

rome berlin nice

Joint Master  
in EU Trade and  
Climate Diplomacy

Joint Master  
in EU Trade and  
Climate Diplomacy
Learn to lead   
Green Deal, Digital, Fair Trade

Institut européen  
European Institute 

nice berlin

Master in Global 
Energy Transition 
and Governance
Understanding the complexity  
of current energy transformations  
in Europe and worldwide

Institut européen  
European Institute 

rome berlin nice

Joint Master in Global 
Economic Governance 
and Public Affairs
Governance for the common good

Institut européen  
European Institute 

Executive Master  
in EU Studies
Executive Master  
in EU Studies
EU Expertise for Professionals

E-Learning
Weekend Workshops
Professional Insight into Europe 
Flexible – Interdisciplinary – Skill-Oriented

Blended Learning: Online and On-Site

Centre international  
de formation européenne

berlin nice rome istanbul

Master in Advanced   
European and  
 International Studies
European Integration and Global Studies

Institut européen  
European Institute 

Institut européen  
European Institute 

nice tunis istanbul 

Master in Advanced   
European and  
 International Studies
 
Mediterranean Studies

nice canterbury berlin

Master in Advanced   
European and  
 International Studies
Applied European Policy and  
Governance Studies

Institut européen  
European Institute 
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https://www.cife.eu/Ressources/FCK/image/GEGPA/Flyer_GEGPA_2020-02.pdf
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